
Sections 1-5. Place the letter of the definition in the blank next to the word that is 
described.  Not all definitions will be used. 

Section 1. If the statement is true, write TRUE in the blank; if the statement is false, 
write FALSE in the blank. 

Section 2. Fill in the blanks with words from the Word Bank. Not all words will be 
used. 

Chapter 4: The Revolution Name:

Time: Date:

1. representatives a. an agreement to work together

2. Continental Congress c. people who act on behalf of others

3. war f. to act alone; to support oneself

4. independence g. government of the colonies

5. alliances h. to work against someone else

s. conflict between nations

6. The Olive Branch Petition asked Britain for peace.

7. Great Britain created the Continental Army.

8. King George wrote the Olive Branch Petition.

9. King George declared the colonies in a state of rebellion.

independence July 2, 1776 France citizens

foreign Thomas Paine natural rights colonial

strong Thomas Jefferson July 4, 1776 corrupt

10. _______________ wrote Common Sense. 

11. Paine believed that the British government was too _______________ to fix.

12. Common Sense convinced many Americans to want _______________.

13. Congress voted for independence on _______________.

14. Governments existed to protect _______________: life, liberty, and property.



Section 3. Identify each fact as coming from the battles of Trenton or Saratoga. Place a 
T in the blank if the fact is about Trenton and place an S in the blank if the fact is about 
Saratoga. 

Section 4. The events below are mixed up. You need to put them in chronological 
order. Put a number one (1) in the blank next to the event that happened first; put a 
number two (2) in the blank of the event that happened second; and so forth. 

Section 5. Circle the letter of the correct answer for each problem. 

15. The colonies had a right to make _______________ alliances.

16. _______________ wanted to see America get its independence.

17. A British army surrendered to the Americans after the battle.

18. The Americans defeated the Hessians.

19. As a result of this battle, France openly joined with the Americans. 

20. Baron Wilhelm von Steuben trained Washington’s army.

21. Britain decided to offer peace to end the war.

22. The French army landed in America.

23. Britain captured Philadelphia.

24. Washington took his army and camped at Valley Forge.

25. General Charles Cornwallis surrendered his army at Yorktown.

26. This document granted America its 
independence from Britian:

27. The Treaty of Paris contained all of 
the following except:

F. the Declaration of 
Independence

B. grant the U.S. land to the 
Mississippi River

H. Olive Branch Petition I. give America its independence

M. Treaty of Paris U. U.S. return loyalist property

W. Common Sense Z. give France Canadian land


